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With his groundbreaking New York Times bestseller The
Sword of Shannara and its acclaimed sequels, Terry Brooks
brought a new audience to epic fantasy. Now that story of
clashing forces of darkness and light, of Shannara’s
beginnings and the human race’s possible end, marches
forward into an unforgettable second volume full of mystery,
magic, and momentous events. Across the ruined landscape
that is America—hopelessly poisoned, plague-ridden, burned,
and besieged by demon armies bent on exterminating all
mortal life—two pilgrims have been summoned to serve the
embattled cause of good. Logan Tom has journeyed to
desolate Seattle to protect a ragged band of street urchins
and the being known as “the gypsy morph,” who is both
mortal and magical, and destined to save mankind unless he
is destroyed. Likewise, Angel Perez has her own quest, one
that will take her from the wreckage of Los Angeles to a
distant, secret place untouched by the horrors of the
nationwide blight–a place where the race of Elves has
dwelled since before man existed. But close behind these
lone Knights of the Word swarm the ravening forces of the
Void. As the menacing thunder of war drums heralds the
arrival of the demons and their brutal minions in Seattle, the
young survivors who call themselves the Ghosts are forced to
brave the dangerous world of gangs, mutants, and worse to
escape the invasion. And Logan Tom must infiltrate a refugee
compound to rescue Hawk, the leader of the street urchins,
who has yet to learn the truth about who and what he is.
Meanwhile, Angel Perez has joined an equally urgent
mission: to find the Ellcrys, a fabled talisman crucial to
protecting the Elven realm against an influx of unspeakable
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evil from the dread dimension known as the Forbidding. But
Angel and her Elf allies must beware–for a demon spy, with a
monstrous creature at its command, walks among them. As
the legions of darkness draw the noose tighter, and the time
of confrontation draws near, those chosen to defend the soul
of the world must draw their battle lines and prepare to fight
with, and for, their lives. If they fail, humanity falls. BONUS:
This edition contains an excerpt from Terry Brooks's The
Measure of the Magic.
15 Questions About Online Advertising that are seldom asked
or answered.
“Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another
brilliant series, immersing us in a fantasy of valor, honor,
courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has
managed again to produce a strong set of characters that
make us cheer for them on every page.…Recommended for
the permanent library of all readers that love a well-written
fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons) KNIGHT, HEIR, PRINCE is
book #3 in Morgan Rice’s bestselling epic fantasy series OF
CROWNS AND GLORY, which begins with SLAVE,
WARRIOR, QUEEN (Book #1). 17 year old Ceres, a
beautiful, poor girl from the Empire city of Delos, finds herself
alone at sea, drifting towards the mythic Isle Beyond the
Mist—and towards the mother she never met. She is ready to
complete her training, to finally understand her power, and to
become the warrior she was meant to be. But will her mother
be there to greet her? Will she teach her all she needs to
know? And will she reveal all of the secret of Ceres’ identity?
In Delos, Thanos, thinking Ceres is dead, finds himself
wedded to Stephania, and immersed deeper in a court he
cannot escape from and in a family he hates. He also finds
himself in the midst of the erupting Revolution, which
culminates in a daring attack on the Stade. As the one person
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who can stop—or aid—it, he will have to choose whether to put
his own life at risk. With the kingdom collapsing, foes moving
in on all sides, and assassination attempts abounding at
court, Thanos cannot know who to trust. He is stuck in a
game of pawns and kings, of traitors and queens, and it may
be Ceres, after all, who is destined to change it all. Yet after a
series of tragic misunderstandings, the romance that seemed
fated may just slip away from both of their fingertips. KNIGHT,
HEIR, PRINCE tells an epic tale of tragic love, vengeance,
betrayal, ambition, and destiny. Filled with unforgettable
characters and heart-pounding action, it transports us into a
world we will never forget, and makes us fall in love with
fantasy all over again. “An action packed fantasy sure to
please fans of Morgan Rice’s previous novels, along with
fans of works such as The Inheritance Cycle by Christopher
Paolini…. Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this latest
work by Rice and beg for more.” --The Wanderer, A Literary
Journal (regarding Rise of the Dragons) Book #4 in OF
CROWNS AND GLORY will be released soon!
This book documents seven examples of Early Warning
Systems for hydrometeorological and other hazards that have
proven effective in reducing losses due to these hazards. The
cases studied encompass a variety of climatic regimes and
stages of economic development, raging across the
industrialized countries of Germany, France, Japan and the
United States, to Bangladesh, the island nation of Cuba and
the mega-city of Shanghai. Demonstrated characteristics of
these exemplary cases are synthesized into ten guiding
principles for successful early warning systems that will, it is
hoped, prove useful to countries seeking to develop or
strengthen such systems within their own borders.
Takes us deeper into Thor's epic journey to becoming a
warrior, as he journeys across the Sea of Fire to the dragon's
Isle of Mist. An unforgiving place, home to the most elite
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warriors of the world, Thor's powers and abilities deepen as
he trains. His friendships deepen, too, as they face
adversities together, beyond what they could imagine. But as
they find themselves up against unimaginable monsters, The
Hundred quickly goes from training session to a matter of life
or death. Not all will survive.
“THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights,
and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts,
deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours,
and will satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent
library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos A SKY OF SPELLS is book #9 in the
bestselling 17 book series THE SORCERER'S RING--which
begins with A QUEST OF HEROES (Book #1 )--a FREE
download on Google Play! In A SKY OF SPELLS (BOOK #9
IN THE SORCERER’S RING), Thorgrin finally returns to
himself and must confront his father once and for all. An epic
battle occurs, as two titans face each other, and as Rafi uses
his power to summon an army of undead. With the Destiny
Sword destroyed, and the fate of the Ring in the balance,
Argon and Alistair will need to summon their magical powers
to help Gwendolyn’s brave warriors. Yet even with their help,
all could be lost if it were not for the return of Mycoples, and
her new companion, Ralibar. Luanda struggles to prevail
against her captor, Romulus, as the fate of the Shield hangs
in the balance. Reece, meanwhile, struggles to lead his men
back up the Canyon walls, with Selese’s help. Their love
deepens; but with the arrival of Reece’s old love, his cousin,
a tragic love triangle and misunderstandings develop. When
the Empire is finally ousted from the Ring, and Gwendolyn
has her chance for personal vengeance against McCloud,
there is great cause to celebrate. As the new Queen of the
Ring, Gwen uses her powers to unite both MacGils and
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McClouds for the first time in history, and to begin the epic
rebuilding of the land, of her army, and of the Legion. King’s
Court slowly comes back to life once again, as they all begin
to pick up the pieces. It is destined to become a more
glorious city than even her father ever dreamed of, and in the
process, justice finally finds Gareth. Tirus must be brought to
justice, too, and Gwen will have to decide what sort of leader
she will be. There is a great conflict amongst Tirus’ sons, not
all of whom see things the same way, and a struggle for
power erupts once again, as Gwen decides if she will accept
an invitation to the Upper Isles, thus making the MacGil clan
whole once again. Erec is summoned to return to his people
in the Southern Isles and see his dying father, and Alistair
joins him, as they prepare for their wedding. Thorgrin and
Gwendolyn may have wedding preparations in their future,
too. Thor becomes closer to his sister, and as all settles down
inside the Ring, he finds himself summoned to embark on his
greatest quest of all: to seek out his mysterious mother in a
faraway land and to find out who he really is. With multiple
wedding preparations in the air, with Spring returning, King’s
Court rebuilding, festivals afoot, peace seems to settle back
onto the Ring. But danger lurks in the most unforeseen
corners, and all of these characters greatest tribulations might
be yet to come. With its sophisticated world-building and
characterization, A SKY OF SPELLS is an epic tale of friends
and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and dragons, of
intrigues and political machinations, of coming of age, of
broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a tale
of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a world we will never forget, and
which will appeal to all ages and genders. All 17 books in
THE SORCERER’S RING are now also available--as is a
BUNDLE of Books 10, 11 and 12! Also available is book #1 in
Morgan Rice’s new epic fantasy series, RISE OF THE
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DRAGONS (KINGS AND SORCERERS—BOOK 1), which is a
FREE download on Google Play!
“THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights,
and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts,
deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours,
and will satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent
library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos A RITE OF SWORDS is book #7 in the
bestselling series THE SORCERER'S RING--which begins
with the #1 Bestseller A QUEST OF HEROES (Book #1)! In A
RITE OF SWORDS (Book #7 in the Sorcerer's Ring), Thor
grapples with his legacy, battling to come to terms with who
his father is, whether to reveal his secret, and what action he
must take. Back home in the Ring, with Mycoples by his side
and the Destiny Sword in hand, Thor is determined to wreak
vengeance on Andronicus’ army and liberate his
homeland—and to finally propose to Gwendolyn. But he
comes to learn that there are forces even greater than he that
might just stand in his way. Gwendolyn returns and strives to
become the ruler she is destined to be, using her wisdom to
unite the disparate forces and drive out Andronicus for good.
Reunited with Thor and her brothers, she is grateful for a lull
in the violence, and for the chance to celebrate their freedom.
But things change quickly—too quickly—and before she knows
it, her life is thrown upside down again. Her elder sister,
Luanda, caught in a fierce rivalry with her, is determined to
wrest power, while King MacGil’s brother arrives with his own
army to gain control of the throne. With spies and assassins
on all sides, Gwendolyn, embattled, learns that being queen
is not as safe as she thought. Reece’s love with Selese
finally has a chance to flourish, yet at the same time, his old
love appears, and he finds himself torn. But idle times are
soon overcome by battle, and Reece, Elden, O’Connor,
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Conven, Kendrick, Erec and even Godfrey must face and
overcome adversity together if they are to survive. Their
battles take them to all corners of the Ring, as it becomes a
race against time to oust Andronicus and save themselves
from complete destruction. As powerful, unexpected forces
battle for control of the Ring, Gwen realizes she must do
whatever it takes to find Argon and bring him back. In a final,
shocking twist, Thor learns that while his powers are
supreme, he also has a hidden weakness—one that may just
bring his final downfall. Will Thor and the others liberate the
Ring and defeat Andronicus? Will Gwendolyn become the
queen they all need her to be? What will become of the
Destiny Sword, of Erec, Kendrick, Reece and Godfrey? And
what is the secret that Alistair is hiding? With its sophisticated
world-building and characterization, A RITE OF SWORDS is
an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of
knights and dragons, of intrigues and political machinations,
of coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition
and betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world
we will never forget, and which will appeal to all ages and
genders. Books #8--#17 in the series are now also available!
“Jam packed with action, romance, adventure, and
suspense. Get your hands on this one and fall in love all over
again.” --vampirebooksite.com (regarding Turned)
L'ombra del tiranno. Le pietre di TalaranaLa congiura delle
lune. Le pietre di TalaranaA Quest of Heroes (Book #1 in the
Sorcerer's Ring)Morgan Rice
“THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights,
and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts,
deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours,
and will satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent
library of all fantasy readers.” —Books and Movie Reviews,
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Roberto Mattos (regarding A Quest of Heroes) THE GIFT OF
BATTLE (Book #17) is the finale of the Bestselling series THE
SORCERER'S RING, which begins with A QUEST OF
HEROES (book #1)—a free download on Google Play! In THE
GIFT OF BATTLE, Thor meets his greatest and final
challenge, as he quests deeper into the Land of Blood to
attempt to rescue Guwayne. Encountering foes more
powerful than he ever imagined, Thor soon realizes he is up
against an army of darkness, one for which his powers are no
match. When he learns a sacred object may give him the
powers he needs—an object which has been kept secret for
ages—he must embark on a final quest to retrieve it before it is
too late, with the fate of the Ring hanging in the balance.
Gwendolyn keeps her vow to the King of the Ridge, entering
the tower and confronting the cult leader to learn what secret
he is hiding. The revelation sends her to Argon, and
ultimately to Argon’s master—where she learns the greatest
secret of all, one which may alter the destiny of her people.
When the Ridge is discovered by the Empire, the invasion
begins and, under attack by the greatest army known to man,
it falls on Gwendolyn to defend, and to lead her people on
one final, mass exodus. Thor’s Legion brothers, on their own,
face unimaginable risks, as Angel is dying from her leprosy.
Darius fights for his life beside his father in the Empire capital,
until a surprise twist prods him, with nothing left to lose, to
finally tap his own powers. Erec and Alistair reach Volusia,
battling their way upriver, and they continue on their quest for
Gwendolyn and the exiles, as they face unexpected battles.
And Godfrey realizes that he must ultimately make a decision
to be the man he wants to be. Volusia, surrounded by all the
power of the Knights of the Seven, must put herself to the test
as goddess and discover if she alone has the power to crush
men and rule the Empire. While Argon, faced with his end of
days, realizes the time has come to sacrifice himself. As good
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and evil hang in the balance, one final, epic battle—the
greatest battle of all—will determine the outcome of the Ring
for all time. With its sophisticated world-building and
characterization, THE GIFT OF BATTLE is an epic tale of
friends and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and
dragons, of intrigues and political machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It
is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery.
It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we will never forget,
and which will appeal to all ages and genders. THE GIFT OF
BATTLE is the longest of all the books in the series, at 93,000
words! “Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the
premise intriguing.” —Publishers Weekly (regarding A Quest
of Heroes)
"After taking up his enchanted sword against the dark
sorcerer Arcannen, Paxon Leah has become the sworn
protector of the Druid order. Now a critical hour is at hand, as
a beloved High Druid nears the end of her reign and prepares
to pass from the mortal world to the one beyond. There is little
time for Paxon to mourn his friend and benefactor before duty
summons him. For in a distant corner of the Four Lands, the
magic of the wishsong has been detected. Paxon must
accompany a Druid emissary to find its source and ensure the
formidable power is not wielded by the wrong hands"-“An action packed fantasy sure to please fans of Morgan
Rice’s previous novels, along with fans of works such as The
Inheritance Cycle by Christopher Paolini…. Fans of Young
Adult Fiction will devour this latest work by Rice and beg for
more.” --The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of
the Dragons) The #1 Bestselling series! THE WEIGHT OF
HONOR is book #3 in Morgan Rice’s bestselling epic fantasy
series KINGS AND SORCERERS (which begins with RISE
OF THE DRAGONS, a free download)! In THE WEIGHT OF
HONOR, Kyra finally meets her cryptic uncle, and is shocked
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to discover he is not the man she expected. She embarks on
a period of training which will test her stamina and her
frustration, as she soon encounters the limits of her power.
Unable to summon her dragon, unable to search deep within,
and feeling an urgency to help in her father’s wars, Kyra
doubts if she will ever become the warrior she thought she
was. And when she meets a mysterious boy, more powerful
than her, deep in the forest, she wonders what her future
really has in store for her. Duncan must descend the peaks of
Kos with his new army and, vastly outnumbered, launch a
risky invasion on the capital. If he wins, waiting behind its
ancient walls, he knows, will be the old king and his nest of
nobles and aristocrats, all with their own agendas, all of them
as quick to betray as they are to embrace. Unifying Escalon
may, indeed, be harder than freeing it. Alec, in Ur, must tap
his unique skills in the forge to aid the resistance if they have
any chance of defending against the looming Pandesian
invasion. He is awestruck when he encounters Dierdre, the
strongest girl he has ever meet. The time she has a chance
to make a stand against Pandesia, and as she bravely faces
off, she who wonders if her father and his men will have her
back this time. Alec, in Ur, must tap his unique skills in the
forge to aid the resistance if they have any chance of
defending against the looming Pandesian invasion. He is
awestruck when he encounters Dierdre, the strongest girl he
has ever met. This time she has a chance to make a stand
against Pandesia, and as she bravely faces off, she wonders
if her father and his men will have her back this time.
Vesuvius leads his Troll nation across a vulnerable Escalon,
devastating the land, while Theos, enraged at what becomes
of his son, is on a rampage himself, and will not stop until all
of Escalon is aflame. With its strong atmosphere and complex
characters, THE WEIGHT OF HONOR is a sweeping saga of
knights and warriors, of kings and lords, of honor and valor, of
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magic, destiny, monsters and dragons. It is a story of love
and broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is
fantasy at its finest, inviting us into a world that will live with
us forever, one that will appeal to all ages and genders. Book
#4 in KINGS AND SORCERERS will be published soon. “If
you thought that there was no reason left for living after the
end of the Sorcerer’s Ring series, you were wrong. Morgan
Rice has come up with what promises to be another brilliant
series, immersing us in a fantasy of trolls and dragons, of
valor, honor, courage, magic and faith in your destiny.
Morgan has managed again to produce a strong set of
characters that make us cheer for them on every
page.…Recommended for the permanent library of all readers
that love a well-written fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (regarding Rise of the Dragons) “[The novel]
succeeds—right from the start…. A superior fantasy…It begins,
as it should, with one protagonist's struggles and moves
neatly into a wider circle of knights, dragons, magic and
monsters, and destiny.…All the trappings of high fantasy are
here, from soldiers and battles to confrontations with self….A
recommended winner for any who enjoy epic fantasy writing
fueled by powerful, believable young adult protagonists.”
--Midwest Book Review, D. Donovan, eBook Reviewer
(regarding Rise of the Dragons) “A plot-driven novel that’s
easy to read in a weekend…A good start to a promising
series.” --San Francisco Book Review (regarding Rise of the
Dragons)
“Morgan Rice's imagination is limitless. In another series that
promises to be as entertaining as the previous ones, A
THRONE OF SISTERS presents us with the tale of two
sisters (Sophia and Kate), orphans, fighting to survive in a
cruel and demanding world of an orphanage. An instant
success. I can hardly wait to put my hands on the second and
third books!” --Books and Movie Reviews (Roberto Mattos)
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From #1 Bestseller Morgan Rice comes an unforgettable new
fantasy series. In A DIRGE FOR PRINCES (A Throne for
Sisters—Book Four), Sophia, 17, battles for her life, trying to
recover from the wound left by Lady D’Angelica. Will her
sister Kate’s new powers be enough to bring her back? The
ship sails with the sisters to the distant and exotic lands of
their uncle, their last hope and only know connection to their
parents. Yet the journey is treacherous, and even if they find
it, the sisters don’t know if their reception will be warm or
hostile. Kate, indentured to the witch, finds herself in an
increasingly desperate situation—until she meets a sorceress
who may hold the secret to her freedom. Sebastian returns to
court, heartbroken, desperate to know if Sophie is alive. As
his mother forces him to marry Lady D’Angelica, he knows
the time has come to risk it all. A DIRGE FOR PRINCES (A
Throne for Sisters—Book Four) is the fourth book in a dazzling
new fantasy series rife with love, heartbreak, tragedy, action,
adventure, magic, swords, sorcery, dragons, fate and heartpounding suspense. A page turner, it is filled with characters
that will make you fall in love, and a world you will never
forget. Book #5 in the series is now available! “[A THRONE
FOR SISTERS is a] powerful opener to a series [that] will
produce a combination of feisty protagonists and challenging
circumstances to thoroughly involve not just young adults, but
adult fantasy fans who seek epic stories fueled by powerful
friendships and adversaries.” --Midwest Book Review (Diane
Donovan)
''For students at a pre-intermediate level''.
The world of Shannara is brimming with untold stories and
unexplored territory. Now bestselling author Terry Brooks
breaks new ground with a standalone adventure that’s sure
to thrill veteran readers and recent converts alike. The
mysterious, magic-wielding Druid order has existed for long
ages, battling any evil that threatens the Four Lands—and
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struggling to be understood and accepted by outsiders. But
their hopes of building goodwill are dashed when a demon’s
murderous rampage at a peace summit leaves their political
opponents dead—casting new suspicions upon the Druids and
forcing them to flee from enemies both mortal and monstrous.
Paxon Leah, the order’s appointed protector, knows that
blame lies with Arcannen Rai, the vile sorcerer he has battled
and defeated before. But there’s no time to hunt his nemesis,
if he is to lead the wrongfully accused Druids to their
sanctuary. It is a quest fraught with danger, as a furious
government agent and his army snap at their heels, and
lethal predators stalk them in the depths of the untamed
wilderness. But Arcannen is playing a deeper game than
Paxon realizes. Paxon’s sister possesses a powerful magic
that the sorcerer longs to control—but Arcannen has not
reckoned with the determination of his own estranged
daughter, Leofur, who is also Paxon’s devoted lifemate.
Leofur sets out on a perilous quest to thwart her father’s
desires—while the vengeful Arcannen conjures his blackest
magical skills, determined to destroy them all . . . and claim
the most powerful of magics for his own.

Royal CatchGabrielI am the crown prince of Villroy,
heir to a kingdom, bound by duty to marry and
produce an heir.I expected a quiet arrangement
through royal channels, instead I got a palace full of
women vying for my hand. And how do they "win"
this barbaric game set up by my crafty mother? By
figuring out how to save the kingdom's faltering
economy through a series of challenges. This
undignified circus is beneath a man of my stature!
Proof being that a saucy, ill-mannered woman
wearing body-hugging clothes is in the lead. I could
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never love someone like that, let alone marry
her.AnnaThe plan sounded simple.I pose as my
friend, pick up her inheritance, and return with the
cash to keep her out of jail. (Apparently, being a
princess in hiding is no excuse for identity theft.) So,
yeah, I'm not exactly royal. I'm an orphan, a selfmade woman, and proud of it. Suddenly I'm in a
battle royale with a bunch of crazy competitive
women for "riches beyond our dreams." I'm in a time
crunch, which means I need to win this competition
fast. Only, that means winning over the judge; the
smoldering hot grim-faced Gabriel. And now I find
myself wanting to compete for more than just the
money. But could a royal prince ever fall for a
commoner like me?
"Ligeia" (/la??d?i??/) is an early short story by
American writer Edgar Allan Poe, first published in
1838. The story follows an unnamed narrator and his
wife Ligeia, a beautiful and intelligent raven-haired
woman. She falls ill, composes "The Conqueror
Worm", and quotes lines attributed to Joseph Glanvill
(which suggest that life is sustainable only through
willpower) shortly before dying. After her death, the
narrator marries the Lady Rowena. Rowena
becomes ill and she dies as well. The distraught
narrator stays with her body overnight and watches
as Rowena slowly comes back from the dead –
though she has transformed into Ligeia. The story
may be the narrator's opium-induced hallucination
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and there is debate whether the story was a satire.
After the story's first publication in The American
Museum, it was heavily revised and reprinted
throughout Poe's life.
As a former vampire, Simon gets along with
Downworlders. The Clave does not. One of ten
adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter
Academy. As a former vampire, Simon’s always
been sympathetic to Downworlders. But after a
training exercise goes wrong, he gets a glimpse into
the Shadowhunters’ prejudice as he learns about
the origin of Helen and Mark Blackthorn, principle
characters in The Dark Artifices. This standalone eonly short story follows the adventures of Simon
Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series, The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to
become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy features characters from
Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal
Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last
Hours series. Pale Kings and Princes is written by
Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman. Read more
of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in
The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and
The Bane Chronicles.
More than 6 years after his death David Halberstam
remains one of this country's most respected
journalists and revered authorities on American life
and history in the years since WWII. A Pulitzer PrizePage 15/32
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winner for his ground-breaking reporting on the
Vietnam War, Halberstam wrote more than 20
books, almost all of them bestsellers. His work has
stood the test of time and has become the standard
by which all journalists measure themselves. Bill
Belichick's thirty-one years in the NFL have been
marked by amazing success--most recently with the
New England Patriots. In this groundbreaking book,
THE EDUCATION OF A COACH, David Halberstam
explores the nuances of both the game and the man
behind it. He uncovers what makes Bill Belichick tick
both on and off the field.
“[An] entertaining epic fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the
premise intriguing.” --Publishers Weekly “The
beginnings of something remarkable are there.”
--San Francisco Book Review A LAND OF FIRE is
Book #12 in the Bestselling series THE
SORCERER'S RING, which begins with A QUEST
OF HEROES (book #1), a free download! In A LAND
OF FIRE (BOOK #12 IN THE SORCERER’S RING),
Gwendolyn and her people find themselves
surrounded on the Upper Isles, besieged by
Romulus’ dragons and his million man army. All
seems lost—when salvation comes from an unlikely
source. Gwendolyn is determined to find her baby,
lost at sea, and to lead her nation-in-exile to a new
home. She travels across foreign and exotic seas,
encountering unthinkable dangers, rebellion and
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starvation, as they sail for dream of a safe harbor.
Thorgrin’s finally meets his mother in the Land of
the Druids, and their meeting will change his life
forever, make him stronger than he has ever been.
With a new quest, he embarks, determined to rescue
Gwendolyn, to find his baby, and to fulfill his destiny.
In an epic battle of dragons and of men, Thor will be
tested in every way; as he battles monsters and lays
down his life for his brothers, he will dig deeper to
become the great warrior he was meant to be. In the
Southern Isles, Erec lies dying, and Alistair, accused
of his murder, must do what she can to both save
Erec and absolve herself of guilt. A civil war erupts in
a power struggle for the throne, and Alistair finds
herself caught in the middle, with her fate, and
Erec’s, hanging in the balance. Romulus remains
intent on destroying Gwendolyn, Thorgrin, and what
remains of the Ring; but his moon cycle is coming to
an end, and his power will be severely tested.
Meanwhile, in the Northern province of the Empire, a
new hero is rising: Darius, a 15 year old warrior, who
is determined to break off the chains of slavery and
rise up amongst his people. But the Northern Capitol
is run by Volusia, a 18 year old girl, famed for her
beauty—and famed also her barbaric cruelty. Will
Gwen and her people survive? Will Guwayne be
found? Will Romulus crush the Ring? Will Erec live?
Will Thorgrin return in time? With its sophisticated
world-building and characterization, A LAND OF
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FIRE is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals
and suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and
political machinations, of coming of age, of broken
hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a
tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of
sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we
will never forget, and which will appeal to all ages
and genders. Books #13--#17 in the series are now
also available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the
beginning of what promises to be an epic young
adult series.” --Midwest Book Review “A quick and
easy read…you have to read what happens next and
you don’t want to put it down.” --FantasyOnline.net
“It will keep you entertained for hours, and will
satisfy all ages.” --Books and Movie Reviews
“A breathtaking new epic fantasy series. Morgan
Rice does it again! This magical saga reminds me of
the best of J.K. Rowling, George R.R. Martin, Rick
Riordan, Christopher Paolini and J.R.R. Tolkien. I
couldn’t put it down!” --Allegra Skye, Bestselling
author of SAVED From #1 Bestselling author
Morgan Rice comes the debut of a dazzling new
fantasy series. A QUEST OF HEROES (BOOK #1 IN
THE SORCERER’S RING) revolves around the epic
coming of age story of one special boy, a 14 year old
from a small village on the outskirts of the Kingdom
of the Ring. The youngest of four, the least favorite
of his father, hated by his brothers, Thorgrin senses
he is different from the others. He dreams of
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becoming a great warrior, of joining the King’s men
and protecting the Ring from the hordes of creatures
on the other side of the Canyon. When he comes of
age and is forbidden by his father to try out for the
King’s Legion, he refuses to take no for an answer:
he journeys out on his own, determined to force his
way into King’s Court and be taken seriously. But
King’s Court is rife with its own family dramas,
power struggles, ambitions, jealousy, violence and
betrayal. King MacGil must choose an heir from
amongst his children, and the ancient Dynasty
Sword, the source of all their power, still sits
untouched, waiting for the chosen one to arrive.
Thorgrin arrives as an outsider and battles to be
accepted, and to join the King’s Legion. Thorgrin
comes to learn he has mysterious powers he does
not understand, that he has a special gift, and a
special destiny. Against all odds he falls in love with
the king’s daughter, and as their forbidden
relationship blossoms, he discovers he has powerful
rivals. As he struggles to make sense of his powers,
the king’s sorcerer takes him under his wing and
tells him of a mother he never knew, in a land far
away, beyond the Canyon, beyond even the land of
the Dragons. Before Thorgrin can venture out and
become the warrior he yearns to be, he must
complete his training. But this may be cut short, as
he finds himself propelled into the center of royal
plots and counterplots, ones that may threaten his
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love and bring him down—and the entire kingdom
with him. With its sophisticated world-building and
characterization, A QUEST OF HEROES is an epic
tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of
knights and dragons, of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of age, of broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of honor
and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a world we will never
forget, and which will appeal to all ages and
genders. It is 82,000 words. Book #2 in the series, A
MARCH OF KINGS, is now available, too. “Grabbed
my attention from the beginning and did not let
go....This story is an amazing adventure that is fast
paced and action packed from the very beginning.
There is not a dull moment to be found.”
--Paranormal Romance Guild {regarding Turned}
“Jam packed with action, romance, adventure, and
suspense. Get your hands on this one and fall in
love all over again.” --vampirebooksite.com
(regarding Turned) “A great plot, and this especially
was the kind of book you will have trouble putting
down at night. The ending was a cliffhanger that was
so spectacular that you will immediately want to buy
the next book, just to see what happens.” --The
Dallas Examiner {regarding Loved}
Having just escaped from the treacherous island that
was once Manhattan, Brooke, Ben, Logan, Bree,
and Rose make their way up the Hudson River in
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their stolen boat, low on fuel, low on food, and
desperately needing shelter from the cold. As they
make their way upriver in this post-apocalyptic,
action-packed thriller, on their way to try to find the
mythical city in Canada, they will need to use all their
ingenuity and survival skills to stay alive.
Werewolves, facing the threat of extinction,
desperately seek their mates to bear young. Aurora,
a human far removed from the supernatural world, is
nearing her own end after being fatally injured in a
car accident. Kai, an alpha werewolf, lurks in the
nearby trees watching her bleed out. He chooses to
save her the only way he knows how, by changing
her. Aurora struggles with her past as a domestic
abuse survivor and the new dominating and violent
lifestyle of a werewolf. No one is prepared for what
happens next. The tides turn in favor of the
werewolves. The Matefinder has been found, and
she is more powerful than anybody ever imagined.
But is she prepared to be the most hunted werewolf
in history?
15 questions about native advertising that are
seldom asked or answered.
Looking to take your position trading to the next
level? Can't day trade because of other obligations?
A Complete Guide to Swing Trading as a Part Time
Job will show you how to take your knowledge of
technical analysis one step further. Learn how to:
Capture profits from short term moves Know when to
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buy or sell the market Use options to increase
leverage and limit risk Make money in up, down and
sideways markets Earn extra income even with a
small account Take the emotion out of trading By
using a set of strict rules you can simplify your
trading and make consistent profits without sitting in
front of a computer all day. Learn how you can take
advantages of short term explosive moves while still
working a full time job. Seasoned traders can benefit
by looking at the market from a different prospective.
Simplify your trading by eliminating everything
unnecessary that clouds your mind.
“Morgan Rice's imagination is limitless. In another
series that promises to be as entertaining as the
previous ones, A THRONE OF SISTERS presents
us with the tale of two sisters (Sophia and Kate),
orphans, fighting to survive in a cruel and demanding
world of an orphanage. An instant success. I can
hardly wait to put my hands on the second and third
books!” --Books and Movie Reviews (Roberto
Mattos) From #1 Bestseller Morgan Rice comes an
unforgettable new fantasy series. In A COURT FOR
THIEVES (A Throne for Sisters—Book Two), Sophia,
17, finds her world upside down as she is cast from
the romantic world of aristocracy and back to the
horrors of the orphanage. This time the nuns seem
intent on killing her. Yet that doesn’t pain her as
much as her broken heart. Will Sebastian realize his
mistake and come back for her? Her younger sister
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Kate, 15, embarks on her training with the witch,
coming of age under her auspices, mastering the
sword, gaining more power than she ever imagined
possible—and determined to embark on a quest to
save her sister. She finds herself immersed in a
world of violence and combat, of a magic she
craves—and yet one that may consume her. A secret
is revealed about Sophia and Kate’s lost parents,
and all may not be what it seems for the sisters.
Fate, indeed, may be turned on its head. A COURT
FOR THIEVES (A Throne for Sisters—Book Two) is
the second book in a dazzling new fantasy series rife
with love, heartbreak, tragedy, action, adventure,
magic, sorcery, dragons, fate and heart-pounding
suspense. A page turner, it is filled with characters
that will make you fall in love, and a world you will
never forget. Book #3 in the series—A SONG FOR
ORPHANS—is also now available! “[A THRONE
FOR SISTERS is a] powerful opener to a series
[that] will produce a combination of feisty
protagonists and challenging circumstances to
thoroughly involve not just young adults, but adult
fantasy fans who seek epic stories fueled by
powerful friendships and adversaries.” --Midwest
Book Review (Diane Donovan)
“Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the
premise intriguing.” --Publishers Weekly (regarding
A Quest of Heroes) “The beginnings of something
remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book
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Review (regarding A Quest of Heroes) A SEA OF
SHIELDS is Book #10 in the 17 book bestselling
series THE SORCERER'S RING, which begins with
A QUEST OF HEROES (book #1)--a FREE
download on Google Play, with over 1,000 five star
reviews! In A SEA OF SHIELDS, Gwendolyn gives
birth to her and Thorgrin’s child, amidst powerful
omens. With a son born to them, Gwendolyn and
Thorgrin’s lives are changed forever, as is the
destiny of the Ring. Thor has no choice to but to
embark to find his mother, to leave his wife and child
and venture away from his homeland on a perilous
quest that will have the very future of the Ring at
stake. Before Thor embarks, he unites with
Gwendolyn in the greatest wedding in the history of
the MacGils, and he is given the honor he has
always dreamed of when he is inducted into the
Silver and becomes a Knight. Gwendolyn feels a
looming danger to the Ring, and furthers her plans to
rescue all of her people in the case of a catastrophe.
Erec receives news of his father’s illness, and is
summoned back home, to the Southern Isles; Alistair
joins him on the journey, as their wedding plans are
put in motion. Reece, despite himself, falls in love
with his cousin, and when Tirus’ sons find out, they
set in motion a great treachery. And Romulus, in the
Empire, discovers a new form of magic which may
just destroy the Shield for good. With its
sophisticated world-building and characterization, A
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SEA OF SHIELDS is an epic tale of friends and
lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and dragons,
of intrigues and political machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into
a world we will never forget, and which will appeal to
all ages and genders. All 17 books in THE
SORCERER’S RING are now available! And
Morgan Rice’s new fantasy series, KINGS AND
SORCERERS is also available, beginning with book
#1, RISE OF THE DRAGONS, a free download on
Google Play, with over 400 five star reviews! “A
spirited fantasy ….Only the beginning of what
promises to be an epic young adult series.”
--Midwest Book Review (regarding A Quest of
Heroes) “THE SORCERER’S RING has all the
ingredients for an instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant knights, and
blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts,
deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained
for hours, and will satisfy all ages. Recommended for
the permanent library of all fantasy readers.”
--Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
Beginning on the eve of oceanic exploration, and the
first European forays into the Indian Ocean and the
Middle East, The Ottomans and the Mamluks traces
the growth of the Ottoman Empire from a tiny
Anatolian principality to a world power, and the
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relative decline of the Mamluks-historic defenders of
Mecca and Medina and the rulers of Egypt and
Syria. Cihan Yuksel Muslu traces the intertwined
stories of these two dominant Sunni Muslim empires
of the early modern world, setting out to question the
view that Muslim rulers were historically concerned
above all with the idea of Jihad against non-Muslim
entities. Through analysis of the diplomatic anad
military engagements around the Mediterranean and
Indian Ocean, Muslu traces the interactions of these
Islamic super-powers and their attitudes towards the
wider world. This is the first detailed study of one of
the most important political and cultural relationships
in early-modern Islamic history.
In Giamaica un'enorme tartaruga marina viene
catturata da un pescatore, che vuole ucciderla per
vendere la carne e il carapace. Il piccolo David,
però, colto da un'irrefrenabile crisi isterica, riesce a
far liberare l'animale, convincendo suo padre a
pagare per la sua salvezza. Ormai fra l'animale e
David è nato un legame che nessuno potrà più
sciogliere e che li porterà assai lontano... Il testo, in
lingua originale, è arricchito da: • Glossari con la
traduzione delle parole più interessanti o difficili; •
Note su strutture della lingua, forme idiomatiche o
familiari, registri espressivi, phrasal verbs...; •
Reading Comprehension Exercises.
From bestselling author Terry Brooks comes the final thrilling
novel in a brand-new trilogy—The Dark Legacy of Shannara!
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER For centuries the Four
Lands enjoyed freedom from its demon-haunted past,
protected by magic-enhanced borders from the dark
dimension known as the Forbidding and the profound evil
imprisoned there. But now the unthinkable is happening: The
ancient wards securing the barrier between order and
mayhem have begun to erode—and generations of
bloodthirsty, monstrous creatures, fueled by a rage
thousands of years in the making, are poised to spill forth,
seeking revenge for what was done to them. Young Elf Arling
Elessedil possesses the enchanted means to close the
breach and once more seal the denizens of the Forbidding in
their prison. But when she falls into the hands of the powerful
Federation’s diabolical Prime Minister, her efforts may be
doomed. Only her determined sister, Aphen, who bears the
Elfstones and commands their magic, has any hope of saving
Arling from the hideous fate her captor has in store.
Meanwhile, Railing Ohmsford—desperate to save his
imprisoned brother—seeks to discover if his famed but ill-fated
ancestor Grianne is still alive and willing to help him save the
world . . . no matter the odds or the consequences. BONUS:
This edition includes an excerpt from Terry Brooks's The High
Druid's Blade. Praise for Witch Wraith “Terry Brooks has
written a slam-bang conclusion to his The Dark Legacy of
Shannara trilogy with the stellar Witch Wraith. . . . He has a
keen eye for great world-building as well as unforgettable
characters. . . . The Dark Legacy of Shannara trilogy is
arguably his best work to date.”—Associated Press “The final
chapter in Brooks’s latest trilogy set in his beloved world of
Shannara peaks in a bittersweet conclusion that seems to set
the stage for future books. A must for the numerous die-hard
Shannara fans.”—Library Journal Praise for Terry Brooks
“The Sword of Shannara is an unforgettable and wildly
entertaining epic, animated by Terry Brooks’s cosmically
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generative imagination and storytelling joy.”—Karen Russell,
New York Times bestselling author of Swamplandia! “If
Tolkien is the grandfather of modern fantasy, Terry Brooks is
its favorite uncle.”—Peter V. Brett, New York Times
bestselling author of The Desert Spear “I can’t even begin to
count how many of Terry Brooks’s books I’ve read (and
reread) over the years. From Shannara to Landover, his work
was a huge part of my childhood.”—Patrick Rothfuss, New
York Times bestselling author of The Name of the Wind
“Terry Brooks is a master of the craft and a trailblazer who
established fantasy as a viable genre. He is required
reading.”—Brent Weeks, New York Times bestselling author
of The Night Angel Trilogy “The Shannara books were
among the first to really capture my imagination. My
daydreams and therefore my stories will always owe a debt to
Terry Brooks.”—Brandon Mull, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Beyonders and Fablehaven series
#NOT a real book (Just a screed) Does all the hype
surrounding social media make sense? Isn't it time that
somebody tried to deconstruct all this bullshit? What are
social media? Are they the same websites we used to call
social networks? Why did we start calling them social media?
What is social media marketing? Are companies doing it
right? Does it make sense to send your website visitors to
Twitter and Facebook? Do people really want to "engage"
with brands? Do companies really want to have
"conversations" with their customers? What is the value of a
Facebook "like"? What is "organic reach"? What happens
now that the free lunch is over? - - - The 15 Questions: 1.
What are social networks? 2. What are social media? 3. What
is social media marketing? 4. Are companies doing it right? 5.
Why are companies sending people over to social media? 6.
Does it make sense? 7. Do people really want to engage with
brands? 8. Do companies really want to engage with their
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companies? 9. Are social media useful for customer service?
10. What is the value of a Facebook “like”? 11. What does
“earned media” mean? 12. What is “organic reach”? 13. Is
the free lunch over? 14. What happens now? 15. What is the
dumbest social media stunt ever? - - - Download it now: it's a
smart 15 minutes' read.
“THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights,
and blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts,
deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours,
and will satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent
library of all fantasy readers.” —Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (regarding A Quest of Heroes) “[An]
entertaining epic fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews (regarding A
Quest of Heroes) “The beginnings of something remarkable
are there.” —San Francisco Book Review (regarding A Quest
of Heroes) A DREAM OF MORTALS is Book #15 in the
Bestselling series THE SORCERER'S RING, which begins
with A QUEST OF HEROES (book #1)—a free download! In A
DREAM OF MORTALS, Thorgrin and his brothers struggle to
break free from the grips of the pirates, and to continue their
search for Guwayne at sea. As they encounter unexpected
friends and foes, magic and weaponry, dragons and men, it
will change the very course of their destiny. Will they finally
find Guwayne? Darius and his few friends survive the
massacre of their people—but only to find that they are
captives, thrown into the Empire Arena. Shackled together,
facing unimaginable opponents, their only hope for survival is
to stand and fight together, as brothers. Gwendolyn wakes
from her slumber to discover that she and the others have
survived their trek across the Great Waste—and even more
shocking, that they have come to a land beyond their wildest
imagination. As they are brought into a new royal court, the
secrets Gwendolyn learns about her ancestors and her own
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people will change her destiny forever. Erec and Alistair, still
captive at sea, struggle to break free from the grips of the
Empire fleet in a bold and daring nighttime escape. When
odds seem at their worst, they receive an unexpected
surprise that might just give them a second chance for
victory—and another chance to continue their attack on the
heart of the Empire. Godfrey and his crew, imprisoned once
again, set to be executed, have one last chance to try to
escape. After being betrayed, they want more than escape
this time—they want vengeance. Volusia is surrounded on all
sides as she strives to take and hold the Empire capital—and
she will have to summon a more powerful magic than she’s
ever known if she is to prove herself a Goddess, and become
Supreme Ruler of the Empire. Once again, the fate of the
Empire hangs in the balance. With its sophisticated worldbuilding and characterization, A DREAM OF MORTALS is an
epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights
and dragons, of intrigues and political machinations, of
coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny,
of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we will
never forget, and which will appeal to all ages and genders.
Book #16 in the series--A JOUST OF KNIGHTS--is now also
available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the beginning of what
promises to be an epic young adult series.” —Midwest Book
Review (regarding A Quest of Heroes) “A quick and easy
read…you have to read what happens next and you don’t
want to put it down.” —FantasyOnline.net (regarding A Quest
of Heroes) “Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the
premise intriguing.” —Publishers Weekly (regarding A Quest
of Heroes)
"In the final book of the Books of Beginning trilogy, Kate and
Michael must help the magical world prepare for the final war
against the Dire Magnus, while Emma must travel to find the
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final book--the Book of the Dead"-“This middle grade series starter is tailor-made for Harry
Potter’s fans.” —Kirkus Reviews For fans of the Land of
Stories and the Wings of Fire Series, this first enchanting
adventure from acclaimed novelist Scarlett Thomas is set in a
wondrous realm where magic most decidedly exists, a
growing evil lurks, and a group of children is destined to save
the world. Effie Truelove believes in magic, as does her
grandfather Griffin (although he refuses to do any magic, let
alone teach Effie how to use it). After a mysterious incident
leaves Griffin close to death, Effie is given an unusual silver
ring and told she must look after her grandfather’s library of
rare and powerful books. But then the books fall into the
hands of shady scholar Leonard Levar, and Effie is propelled
into the most dangerous adventure of her life. Now, Effie and
her friends—nerdy Maximilian, rugby-mad Wolf, helpful Lexy,
and eccentric Raven—must discover their true powers if they
are to get the books back. And Effie alone will have to travel
to the Otherworld, where she will uncover the true meaning of
the strange old book called Dragon’s Green…
A quintessential religious text, these original teachings are
the fruit of millennia of religious thought. They will surely
provide valuable insight for the spiritual beings of believers
and non-believers alike. Codrin Tapu is a pioneer that
generations will follow. -Dr. Lisa Christiansen
I wish there was only today, just right now, and no forever. It
seems fitting that I fell in love in Paris, the most beautiful city
in the world. And if I pretend, I can almost believe that my life
is normal and everyone I care about is safe. But as long as
I’m with Vincent, “normal” doesn’t exist. Gorgeous,
charming, and witty, he’s everything you could ask for in a
boyfriend—but his destiny is so much more. Even more
terrifying than his destiny are his dangerous enemies,
enemies who will kill for immortality. How are Vincent and I
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supposed to be together forever if we’re always in danger? I
know I’ll do whatever it takes—even if it means lying to the
people I love—to fight against a fate that is trying to tear us
apart.
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